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Opium Wars conducted by the British against the Chinese led to the entry
of Christian missionaries and opium into China and to the opening up of
treaty ports to Occidentals with extraterritorial rights. Japan was opened
to trade by the Americans. At the end of the nineteenth century, the picture was essentially the same, except that America replaced Spain as governor
in the Philippine Islands, and Japan,. adopting Occidental learning and
techniques, rose to the position of a Great Power. .
These es~ential facts in the culture-contact between Orient and Occident
in the post-Renaissance period have been ably set forth by Professor
Latourette, who has been for many years teaching courses in the Far East
at Yale University." To make the unfolding pattern of China and Japan
intelligible, Dr. Latourette includes a treatment of India as an integral part
of the story of the Far East. He also includes in his treatment "the lesser
lands," namely, Eastern Siberia to the north and the countries of Southeast
Asia.
The history of these lands is divided into two broad sections: the preOccidental era and the era of contact with the Occident characterized 1?Y
cultural fermentation, social change, industrialization, and political revolti.
tion. Dr. Latourette's treatment of Asians and their aspirations is throughout
sympathetic.
Professor Steiger's History of the Far East is an equally admirable introduction to the Far East. In some respects, the background .of the early
history of China, India, Korea, Japan, Central Asia, and Southeast Asia is
given in greater detail than in Latourette's book. The panorama of modern
events-"The United States as an Asiatic Power," "Japan as a World Power,"
"The Russian Revolution and the Washington Conference"-llnfolds before
the reader with clarity and force. Professor Steiger's book is a commendable
performance.
Those who are more interested in studying primarily the pattern of
Far Eastern politics during the era of Occidental confact wilt find Dr.
Vinacke's book, A History of the Far East in Modern Times) a handy source
of reference. The politics of China, Japan, and Russia up to the eve of
Pearl Harbor are exhaustively dealt with.
The impact of the Occident upon China let loose centrifugal forces.
Through the ages China has lived in terms of considerable regional autonomy; weak' allegiance was given by the regions· or provinces to the central
government, and even that, only when the central government was strong
enough to enforce it. The tottering Manchu Empire could not cope with
the might of the Occidentals, who had a field day slicing the Chinese melon
to suit themselves. But for the American Open Door Policy, enunciated by
Secretary Hay at the end of the last century, China would have been a
congeries of petty kingdoms, warlords' domains, and European and Japanese
"spheres of influence." Such a China would have fallen an easy victim to
the aggressions of a rejuvenated Japan in the twentieth century. Two men
deserve especial credit for having maintained China's integrity-Dr. Sun
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Vat-sen, the founder of the Chinese Republic, and Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek, the present head of the Nationalist Government.
.
Dr. Sun's revolutionary ardor ana magnetic personality have been" well
de&cribed by Stephen Chen and Robert Payne in their Sun Yat-sen: a Portrait. His collected lectures, published in the form-oLa book under the title
San Min Chu I ('{hree Principles of the People), contain Dr. Sun's philosophy, personal as well as political. The three great principles he enunciated
were: Min-tsu, people's nationalism; Min-chuan, people's sovereignty; and
Min-sheng, people's livelihood. These Three Principles of tl,le People
welded the Chinese together, led ,.to the overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty
and the creati<?,p of the Chinese Republic. Even before his death in 1925,
Sun had been distressed to witness ~entrifugal forces at work. China b~came
what Dr. Vinacke aptly calls "the phantom republic." But the loss of the
leader infused a new spirit into his followers and under Chiang Kai-shek's
military leadership the Kuomintang party unified China in the 'twenties of
this century. Japanese aggressions in Manchuria in 1931 and the full-scale
.sino-Japanese War begun in 1937 welded Chinese of all shades of opinion
into a united front against Japanese militarism and imperialism. The Collected Wartime Messages of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, compiled by
the Chinese Ministry of Information, help explain the process of Chinese
unification.
Even though politics is one of the most activitating forces in the life
of modern nations, we cannot understand China, the meaning of her
precious heritage or possible future developments, until we become acquainted with the Chinese mind. Fortunately there are two outstanding books
in the field: Men and Ideas, by Dr. Lin Mousheng, and The Chinese Mind,
by Gung-Hsing Wang.
There are no people mote commonsense-minded than are the .Chinese,
unless it be the American~ ~he philosophy of pragmatism was recently
formulated in America but the Chinese have been living pragmatism
for four thousand years. Few people in the world have devoted as much
time and energy as have the Chinese to the understanding of problems· of
interpersonal" relationships. The middle path of Confucianism and
Buddhism, the mysticism of Lao-tzu and the revolutionary ardor of Sun
Vat-sen are all derived from the quest for harmonious relations between
man and nature, between map and" man.
The most charming vignette is Made in China, by Cornelia Spencer.
One of the Borzoi books for young people, Made in China will enlighten
.and delight even adults. In an easy style, Miss Spencer begins with "China's
earliest expression," pottery, and takes us through ',:the legend of Si Ling,"
silk; the birth of the dragon, China's symbol; the "spirit stone," jade; music
and art decorations to tea, democracy; calligraphy, the .printing press, literatU!e, and the wonder bean, soya. Young and old may profitably and
enjoyably read this book on China as well as Miss Spencer's companion
volume Made in 'India.
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India is passing through her "critical period," but no significant book
of contemporary political interest has yet appeared.
India's population is predominandy rural, the rur~-urban ratio being
eighty-seven to thirteen. Between 1881 and 1941, the population of India
has been steadily growing, from 250 million to almost 400 million at the
presen.t time. This increase in population has been made possible by the
introduction of industrialism (which is still in its infancy), by the introduction of life-saving techniques of modern medicine and public health,
inadequate though they be, and by the wide prevalence of marriage. In
terms of the present industrial arts in India, population growth" keeps a
jump. ahead of increase in the means of subsistence, resulting in widespread
poverty and misery and chronic undernourishment for the masses. "The
oudoo\c," says Dr. Warren S. Thompson in his Introduction to Dr.
Chandrasekhar's book, "is not hopeless but neither is it encouraging." The
saturation point for population growth in India is apt to be reached within
the next few decades, but in the meantime pressure of population upon
resources un.der conditions of underde*loped technology and industrial
skills is bound to result in continued undernourishment, poverty, and misery.
Within this context, the book by Nanavati and Anjaria acquires added
significance. As one of the founders of the Hinde~e Society of Agricultural
Economics, Sir Manilal Nanavati is eminendy fitted to thiow light upon the
problems of "pressure on land," agricultural labor and efficiency, food
supply, and the land problem in general.
The crux of the land problem'in India is the "fragmentation" of~farms,
land being divided equally among all the male heirs and subdivided from
generation to generation. In Bengal, the most popuiousl Province, for
instance, 46 per cent of the families own less than 2 acres each and 8.4 per
cent of the families own 10 acres and over. This is no doubt due to the permanent land revenue setdement which saddled upon Bengal and nearby
Provinces landlordism in a big way. But even in Bombay and the Central
Provinces, where landlords were not "manufactured". by Lord Cornwallis,
the average holding is 11.7 acres and 8.5 acres respectively.
In the S~te of Baroda, measures have been taken by the government
for consolidation of "fragmented" farmlands. The Baroda consolidation
scheme rests upon (I) voluntary exchange of small, widely scattered strips
of land with a vie,w to consolidation, (2) governmeIl;t undertaking redistribution of land with the consent of the owners concerned, (3) the fixing of
the minimum size of farms below which agricultural land cannot be partitioned or fragmented. The Hindese rely too much on government
initiative and too litde on voluntary collective effort. It would appear that
co-operative societies could easily tackle the evils of "fragmentation."
Nanavati and Anjaria have rendered scholars a distinct service by
delineating the rural problem of India in a historical perspective with a
mass of details and reliable statistics. Like all contemporary Hindese writers
on social problems, the authors are actuated by the desire to better Hindese
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society, but this desire does not lead them to indulge in wishful thinking.
Rather they are willing to see the grim facts as they are,' and proceed from
that point on to the formulation of a constructive policy.
These two books by Messrs. Nanavati and Anjaria and by Dr. Chandrasekhar would give th;e American scholar a better insight into the problems
of India than many apolitical polemic.
As with China, so with India, we m~t get a good historical perspective
and understand the Hindese mind if we are to understand the India of
today. The story!lf India's phUosophy demands more extended treatment.
But we may commend Miss Spencer's Made in,India as an excellent introduction to India. Setting herself the task of making India live for ·her
readers, Miss Spencer presents a panorama of Hindese history. The story
moves on swiftly from the lost ciries of India, Mohenjo-daro and Harappa,
to the towering personalities of today, Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit J awaharIal Nehru. With the deft hand of an artist she portrays Buddha, u!he
first teacher of the brotherhood of man," and that prince among Buddhists,
Emper~r Asoka. The culture-contacts between India and Greece, between
India and China, are described in apt settings.. HiIidu and Muslim contributions to the making of modern India are described with sympathy and
vigor. Finally the author reminds us that the sources of India's greatness
and weakness are to be found in the villages where lives nine tentlis of the
population-uthe very poorest of the world's people." In the face of grinding poverty, these villageJolk manage to enjoy life-to sing and ,dance, to
worship and meditate, to create and procreate.
HARIDAS T. MUZUMDAk
"

Smouldering Freedom: the Story of the Spanish Republicans in Exile, by
Isabel de Palencia. New York and Toronto: Longmans, Green and
Company, Inc., 1945. $3.00.
.
Francds Black Spain, drawings by Luis Quintanilla; with a commentary by
Richard Watts, Jr. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1946. $3.50'
Spain's repUblican collapse, the ensuing civil war in 1936, and the
resultant establishment of Franco's totalitarian dictatorship have called
forth many bo~ks and articles. Few if any writers have approached the
. subject, discussed the issues, or written of their personal experiences without
considerable emotion. Nor does Isabel de P~lcmcia write without deep
feeling and authority. She was recognized as a reporter and correspondent
for the London Daily Herald and for El Sol; she is the author of scientific
books and an autobiography,' 1 Must Have Liberty; she was the Plenipotentiary Minister for Republican Spain to Sweden when the Civil War broke.
Accustomed to public life as a lecturer and member of learned societies and
a well-known figure in international affairs, she presents in Smouldering
Freedom some of the experiences of herself, her family, and friends in fleeing
. from Fascist Europe to comparative freedom in Mexico.
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The first chapter presen 18'1) a brief resume of the" war-from the sudden.
announcement of July 18, 1936, that a group ~f army officials including
General Franco had called the army to overthrow:the Republic, to the last
tragic night meeting of the Cortes in Spain, February 1, 1939, 'in the basement of the old castle in Figueros, near the French border. Here Dr. Negrin
spoke feelingly of the issues and objectives of the Spanish Loyalists who were
.fighting not only for Spanish ideals but against "the hegemony of a totalitarian [and] brutal, despotic imperialism. . . ."
Isabel de Palencia relates the horrors of persecution during the war
when Spanish people were killed, not alone by Spanish Fascist forces, but
by the Italian and German forces that aided Franco. Meanwhile England,
France, and the United States stood by without helping the liberals of the
peninsula. But Russia after four months sent in some weapons and other
supplies.
Mter the complete crushing of the Republic, the author tells what
followed: thousands escaping across the Portuguese border only to be
hurled back into the arms of their enemies; then across the French border
where the Garde Mobile and many French officials herded them into concentration camps, scoffed at their papers, robbed them of personal
possessions, and m~de France a "hunting ground" for the Fascist forces of
the south.
.
Experiences of her immediate family in concentration camps, in various
hideouts in Paris, in Sweden, tear the heart. Then Isabel de Palencia with
her husband and children escaped to Mexico. Here they, with other exiles,
began life again against tremendous odds but surrounded by the friendly
people of Mexico. Here they could work once more. Many of those who
fled were intellectuals and trained in the professions; they were welcomed
into Mexico's University. They set up the Luis Vives Educational Center,
the Hispanic-Mexican Academy-later incorporated into the Department of
Public Education of Mexico-,and other centers; they 'established publishing
houses ("Seneca," "Xochitl," and others) and entered into all phases of
art.isfic and intellectual life in Mexico. Although more discussion is given
the-l'1exican activities, some mention is made of the'Spanish exiled in the
,other Americas-Colombia, Cuba, Chile, United States-as well as of the
reluctance of Costa Rica and especially Argentina to accept refugees. The
Spanish Fifth Column activities' in Argentina, spoken of as the "official
'nursery'," of Fascism, did not completely engulf the repUblican activities,
though Argentina is thought to be the chief center of ~azi plans. The work
of the Franco Fascist and Hispanidad movement throughout Latin America
is discussed also.
In addition to these events and problems of "Pilgrim Spain," Isabel de
Palencia relates with nostalgia some Mexican Christmas celebra~ions, observing the posadas so like the village customs of Spain. There are poignant
memories of the' homeland and keen realization of the tragic suffering of
friends and acquaintances as well as of those who were not known, those
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who did nofescape the Franco r~gi~e. News filtered in from prisons, camps,
villages, and cities of tort~re, hunger, illness, death. Again and again the
uncertainty and absence of news saddened the exiles. But through it' all
stands the firm faith in eventual victory for the ideals and convictions of a
free Spain.
Political factions in exile have failed to unite under a common leader.
Isabel de Palenc!a feels strongly that restoration of the monarchy is not a
solution; to her Dr. Juan Negrin represents the real leader and the ideas of
his group the basis of a return of liberalism to suffering Spain.
Written in her exile and often in great distress of mind, this volume
is another contribution to the tangled evidence of Spain's late years. Emotional and tragic, the book adds another loyal repUblican's document to the
materials which will someday serve to write Spain's history in this period'.
Much more powerful and illustrative of Spanish tragedy than Smouldering Freedom is the unrelenting invective of Luis Quintanilla's drawings
in Franco's Black Spain. This s~ries of forty drawings in black and white,
done with bitterness and conviction, depicts a despicable Franco, led with
a ring in his nose by powerful Nazis; with savage irony it pictures the Moors
crusading for Franco's Christian Spain. Torturing, killing, and raping,
they quarrel over their loot and leave behind despairing women to be~
their unwanted children.
"The Civil Guard ... defenders of the ideals of Black. Spain ... th'ese
grim, cold, ruthless ex-soldiers, with their black cloaks, their patent-leather
hats, and their chill cruelty ..." are Richard Watts' words for Drawing No._
II. The Civil Guard drive victims to jail, sadistically punishing the,' heipless, hanging, beating, torturing. Vividly their faces-horrible faces-are
.
drawn, with leers, with pig-eyes.
Condemnation of something that called itse.l£ religion, revealing in
"ignorance, savagery, and corruption" its failure to realize true Christianity,
is shown in No. 17. General Mola of .the fifth Column and the fanatic
Requetes from Nararre, whom even the Francists consider reactionary, are
pictured with forceful cruelty. Those condemned find there is "a piece of
land for every dead man" (Nos. 19, 20, 21); looting follows the stigmatizing
of one person as "Red" in No. 23.
Monarchists and decadent aristocracy are shown returning to, Franco
Spain while Gerinan~upermen consort with them and the military and
scientists alike make Spanish liberals the guinea pigs for the mass destruction that follows. Italian Fascist soldiers too are shown in the comedy' of a
tragic Spain when they prove unwilling "volunteers." Drawn too is General
Queipo de Llono, drunken and blasphemous, "The Barbarian of Seville"
(No. 34); and young Falangists, organized by Jose Primo de Rivera, are
depicted as lean' of face and figure, cruel eyed, shifty eyed, or pudgy, fat
and imbecilic. '
Here are the Spanish jailer, the 'concentration camp, the nonchalance
of brute force, the horror of every kind that has devastated Spain! Keenly
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telling ~e the drawings, done in a few line.s and sparse of shading. They
relate with force and bitterness the story of Spain's degradation and Spain's
suffering. One looks with shuddering repulsion upon these pictures which
are a poignant indictment of free people. We of the United States feel a
sense of guilt for the delayed action of democracies when action at the right
time might have prevented the horror of Spain's Fascist r~gime.
DOROTHY

WOODWARD

The Epic of Latin America, by John A. Crow. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1946. $5.00.
. Admirable in scholarly content, written with an unusual breadth and
depth of understanding and in stimulating style, this volume, nevertheless,
has a title which is either pretentious o~ ambiguous. The space emphasis
leaves a number of striking lacunae·: there is a single paragraph on the
question of a union of Central American states; Costa Rica is referred to
in only three places; there is not even one complete senten<;e in the volume
about modern Haiti or EI Salvador; there is but little more on Guatemala
or Honduras.
Of forty-two chapters, the first twenty-five are devoted to the pre-revolu. ,
tionary period, describing the civilization of the· Mayas, the Incas, the
Toltec-Aztecs, the discoveries and explorations of the Iberians, the role of
the Church, and the developing 'pattern of colonial society. There follow
fifteen chapters tracing the revolutions in various regions and the emergence of independent governments. Chapters forty to fiftY-one report
constitutional struggles and developments in the leading national states.
ln the last two chapters the whole history of United State~Latin American
relationships, the Monroe Doctrine, interventions, dollar diplomacy, and
the emergence of the Good Neighbor Policy are skimpily' covered. -The epic
of which Professor Crow writes is essentially that of the conquistadores and
of the proselytizing friars. It is anti-climactic for the last two chapters to have
been appended. Without them the volume would have been more cohesive.
Dr. Crow occasionally yields to the spectacular: "The greatest convul·
sion in the history of the world was the discovery of America and the
consequent fight against every obstacle of nature and man to secure this
conquest" (p. xiii). Frequently in the last chapters appear examples of
hurried or loose writing, as at page 656, the Mexican War is '''the whole
mess," to cite but a solitary example.
The author, who took an advanced degree at the University of Madrid,
and who now' teaches at the University of California at Los Angeles, is
steeped in the scholarship of the medieval feudal background that marked
the period of discovery and explorations in the New World. He is at home
in this epoch and his graphic descriptions of its life and atmosphere are
of a rare quality.
Limitation of space allows for mention of but one element of Iberian
life which set its permanent mark on social development in the colonies.
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This was the system of primogeniture, whereby the eldest son inherited the
entire. body of land. This practice, plus the widespread granting by royal
decree of large holdings to the families of explorers and early settlers,
resulted in a society based largely upon the landlord-tenant relationship.
In many areas this relationship took on a racial tinge, the landlords being
Spaniards, Portuguese, or Creoles, while the tenants were Indians or Mes,tizos. In other areas the laborers came, over the years, to consist chiefly of
Negro slaves. Added to this were' the magnified defects of absentee, landlordism, with resulting formation of rigid social, economic, and class lines
between the "haves" and the "have-nots." Furthermore, both the rise of
the encomienda system (Chapter twelve) and of the vast Franciscan, Dominican, and Jesuit missions (Chapter fifteen), by setting tip a communaIland
system devoid of iri~ividual owners~ip titles, perpetuated the tendency
towards a society without i. middle class, so divergent from our own system
of individual land ownership, stimulated by a century of Federal homestead policy. The author adds that these factors can explain in large
measure the absence of substantial middle classes in the Latin American
countries of today.
It is probably not too muCh to say that the emergence of the caudillo
and the frequent rise of political or military dictators, which have marked
the history of most of the other American repUblics since their independence,
are due in no small measure to the lack of a balance wheel comprising a
numerous and vigorous landed middle class. 'Underlying Latin-American
revolutions has often been an effort to obtain wider distribution of .land
ownership. There are those who, for the same reason, direly foretell a
future struggle in Latin America between the Conpnunist left 'and the
Fascist right, unless there is opportunity for developing a broad land-based
-liberal democracy.
WILLARD F. BARBER

The Evolution of Modern Latin America, by R. A. Humphreys. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1946. $3.00.
Here now, in the small space of one hundred and seyenty-six pages is
a history of Latin America by Robin A. Humphreys, Reader in American
.History in the University of London. The Evolution of Modern Latin
America offers. the reader an excellent opportunity to know essential~ about
the Southern Republics, with which it behooves him to be conversant.
The' reviewer has purposed to examine this book with respect to its
efficiency as an instrument for the promotion of international understand4J.g. An evaluation of the volumeis worth may be presented by sketching
in broad outline its scope.
The author begins by setting forth facts about the racial composition
and the geography of the twenty independent countries lying to the southeast of the Rio Grande. He points out the highland-lowland quality of
the southern continent, highland versus coast, highland versus plains, as
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one of the perpetual motifs in the development ~f the different republics,
each with its own political and social problems and its own individuality.
There is an adequate discussion of racial heterogeneity and homogeneity
which have always been factors in differentiating Latin American
individualities.
.
The second chapter is entitled "The Emancipation of Latin America."
Within less than a century after Columbus' first voyage westward, intrepid
Spaniards, among them Vasco Nunez de Balboa, Pedro de Valdivia, and
Hernan Cortes, had laid the basis for the vast New World empire known
as the Indies, and for about three hundred years after the discovery this
region maintained through colonial ties a very close association with Europe.
After the Latin-American wars for ind~pendence had been won, the new
nations turned from illegal to legal trade, from the closed door policy to
the open door, and welcomed a new migration of men and money from the
Old World to the New World. However, achievement of independence
by the American colonies of Spain, France, and Portugal brought new anxieties to the weak and inexperienced states. First,. there was the problem of
protecting the newly acquired freedom against possible European aggression. Then, there was within the states themselves opposition to the
establishment of repUblican governments, modeled more or less closely upon
that of the Thirteen Colonies.
In Chapter III, "Democracy and Dictatorship," the author points out
that the most important problem confronting the Latin-American states
after their separation from Spain was the establishment of political stability
or internal peace, which was a prerequisite for efficient government and
economic progress. One of the central themes in Latin-American history
is the effort to make republican principles effective in countries where the
great mass of the population consisted of subjected and politically inexperienced races that were exploited and oppressed by the descendants of their
"
conquerors.
After two.chapters which deal with the development of Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, and Mexico, Professor Humphreys takes up hemisphere relations. Bolivar's plan for a union of the American nations in the interest
of peace, protection, and general welfare might have remained an illusion,
had not these children of Iberian descent 'supported the ideas for the establishment of international mediation and arbitration, which the world since
has striven so eagerly to amplify in the interests of the preservation of peace.
The Latin-American idea of co-operation and union persisted,· and American
congresses held with this object in view led eventually to the establishment
of the Pan American movement.
There is lacking any discussion of the achievements of Latin Americans
in the broader phases of cultural growth, i.e., art, literature, and music.
Nor is there any comprehensive treatment of the many controversies over
the relation of the State to the Church. However, these are matters of
omission and not of commission.
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Professor Humphreys is responsible for a careful piece of editing; he
lias provided an index and has thereby increased the usefulness of this book.
Also he has maintained an excellent balance between solid facts, synthesis,
and interpretation. .
E » N A L U E FUR N E S S

Portrait of Latin America: as Seen by Her Print Makers, edited by Anne
Lyon Haight; foreword by Monroe Wheeler; introduction by Jean _
Charlot. New York:' Hastings House, 1946. $5.00.
Curiously enough this book of prints, designed by Paul McPharlin,
seems to lack good book design. Most annoying is the dust jacket with its
ornate borders and illegible title. Unfortunately, dust jackets sell more
books than reviews. This one repels rather than attracts. Alfredo Zakes'
handsome "Garden of Yucatan," beautiful in itself, is the wrong size and
proportion to reproduce on the front, even if the placement and spacing
were not all wrong.
The main body of the book, the prints, is another, victim of an attempt
at economy in a field of rising costs. The prints are worthy of a better
presentation. Crowded as they are, arranged on facing pages with as many
as three prints toa double spread~they suffocate for want of space. Was it
necessary to sandwich ~ever~l natio~l headings at the foot of pages showing
the preceding natio~!ints? Frequently, there is not enough margin to
allow a single line of print to identify a work, and arrows have had to be
employed at the end of the line from the opposite page. Such close space
saving neither dignifies the prints nor honors the ~tist. It seems particularly inexcusable when we would compliment our hemispheric neighbors.
Jean Charlot is an excellent choice for the writer of the introduction.
A painter and print maker renowned equally in Mexico and the United
States, he proves that he is as articulate in prose as he is in lithography. He
says that south of the Rio Grande, thousands of prints are born, not of artistic
urge but of anger, of passion for j1,lstice, of a devotion to a cause, of popular
artists who do not spurn labor-saving devices. Their emphasis is upon
production. The subjects are often local in character, commemorative,
pious or revolutionary propaganda. Seldom do they look the way prints
from Latin America are expected to look. There are no sleeping Indians
against a cactus. Sombreros, sarapes, rebozos, and mantas are parts of costumes, used incidentally, not featured for theit: quaint, tourist-catching
color. The art is involuntaryand international. By contrast, Mr. Charlot
continues, in the United States.,. the emphasis is upon print buying, rather
than upon production. United States print collectors hav~ a tendency to
confuse rarity with beauty. Rare prints and small editions are prized.
This attitude is largely responsible for the popularity of etching and drypoint in this country. Because the etching plate tires easily, the LatinAmerican print maker prefers lithography and block printing which will
hold up under editions of thousands. The zincograph, lithograph on zinc,
and type-metal engraving, instead of wood, are the most popular.
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Monroe ~Wheeler, the director of exhibitions and publications at the
Museum of Modem Art, is also well qualified to write on Latin-American
art. He writes, in the preface, that the next great creative art movement,
comparable to that in Mexico, may come from one of the other LatinAmerican countries and suggests that here is a sampling, through prints', of
art directions to watch.
_ The editor of Portrait of Latin America, Mrs. Haight, admits that there
are many omissions of the works of some of~the better-known artists. Her
task must have been considerable, but her book will serve to introduce
many contemporary artists to this country. That 'the publishers expect and
hope for a circulation, at least among the artists included, is evident from
the excellent Spanish translations which parallel the English texts. Our
good neighbor artists can hardly fail to note that their presentation is not
good enough.
L LOY D L 6 Z E S Go F F

The United States and Britain, by Crane Brinton. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1945. .$2.50.
This is the first of twenty-five projected volumes in The American
Foreign Policy Library,. published by one of oUr distinguished university
presses under the editorial guidance of an experienced practitioner of foreign policy, Sumner Welles. Mr. Welles succinctly explains the purpose of
' . '
the series.
It is axiomatic that a wisely ordered foreign policy in a democracy must rest on a broadly' informed public opinion. Our nation
has just passed through the greatest crisis in its history. It has
emerged with a new position of responsibility and leadership in
the world-frankly acknowledged by the prompt and convincing
approval of the United Nations eharter.. This new world into
which we are moving is so different from the old that a knowledge
of its problems and complexities needs to be made accessible to the
public as never before. There is a national need for information.
The volume under review admirably measures up to the announced objective. 1£ the remaining volumes approximate its standard, Harvard may
claim a modest share in popular enlightenment.
This book is the product of a former Rhodes scholar, presently a professor of history at Harvard,. who has retained a lively interest in matters
British. The discipline engendered by scholarly training-analysis, comparison, and synthesis-is combined with a lively prose style. None of the
academic trimmings of footnotes or lengthy quotations fogs the text or
detracts from the major premise. Professor Brinton is the American counterpart of D. W. Brogan, of the London School of Economics, whose piquant
observations of the American scene have given Britishers a clearer picture
of this country.
.
The first three parts supply the ·basic information. Geography, govemment, politics, religion, and education are brought into focus in the first
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part. The second section sketches the impact of the war on Britain and
the awakening of a sense both hf strategic and economic insecurity.~ Then
follows a brief history of Anglo-American relations.
The last section, comprising half the volume, explores the problems
underlying current Anglo-American relations. Professor Brinton lays stress
on the economic relations of the two nations, hammering on the thesis that
Britain's economic solvency is intimately connected with the recovery of
its export trade. He observes that the economic problems of the two countries cannot be settled "unless. the two countries establish mutually
satisfactory political relations in ~ world of generally orderly and decent
international relations."
The character of these political relations provides some of the most
thoughtful pages of the book. Recognizing the persistence of national
states and the present status of international development, Professor Brinton
rejects, as an American program, isolation in its most extreme form, hemispheric isolation, or the balance of power concept in the traditional British
manner. He distrusts the "Union Now" idea of an international order as
much as he disfavors a Russo-American bloc. He advances the reasonable
observation that many problems between America and Great Britain are
part of multilateral world relations that can only ~e' handled ~ough a '
world organization. Admittedly this, too, is a gamble-but by a process of
elimination of alternatives it offers the only possible choice in a disturbed
world.'
.
ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL

Look at America: the Southwest, by the Editors of Look; in collaboration
with Paul Horgan. Boston: Houghton MifBin Company, 1947. $5.00.
The Editors of Look magazine have launched a series of regional guide
books, containing maps, descriptive articles, and numerous pictures of the
noted areas of the United States: the Southwest, New England, the Midwest,
the South, the Centr3.I Northwest, the Far West, the Central Northeast, and
New York City. The first in this series deals with the Southwest and has, r i
no doubt, set the pattern for those which are to follow. These publicatioIit"
will provide a rival to the Writers' Guides for the various States, but these
- handbooks for vacationists will have less of text than the State Guides and
more of illustration. There is a definite place for this new "guide" series,
for it overlaps state lines and provides wayfarers with quick keys to what is
colorful and important in the territory they may be covering. Of course,
maps in any guide book are neve.r as complete as the Travel Service maps furnished by gas and oil companies. One of the famous chains of service
stations is even supplying travelers with beautiful colored Scenic Views.
The Look series will match these Scenic Views and contribute dozens of
equally distinctive views in black and white.
The Southwest is devoted to the states of Arizona, New Mexico, Texas,
and Oklahoma, with the independent judgment of the Editors as to what is
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significant and what is scenic in these areas. One can hardly quarrel with
their judgment about what is best to look at: a giant sahuaro cactus,'pale
green against sand-colored rocks; a herd of sheep pulling at the sparse coverage in a draw with a backdrop of violet cliffs and turquoise sky; red
sandstone pillars dotting the floor of Monument Valley and dwarfing the
junipers and shrubbery struggling to fill the spaces between. It will be
difficult for subsequent guides to match the splendid views of nature in
this one.
Partisans of one place or another will argue the emphases in the book.
Tucson, Flagstaff, and Tombstone are singled out for a descriptive introduction to sky-view pictures ~nd i~dividual shots; yet Phoenix is overlooked.
Santa Fe, along with three Indian pueblos, draws the text in New Mexico,
and Albuquerque shares only in the photography (two shots). Amarillo,
Austin, Galveston, and other towns in Texas will feel themselves slighted.
" Paul Horgan has written a fine introductory chapter interpreting the
long span of history and the interplay of man. and land and weather in the
Southwest. He concludes with the following, a verdict in which Southwesterners by birth or adoption can concur: "Today, however complex, and
industrializ~d, and tied by communication the life of the Southwesterners
may be, there are still in the spirit of the people toward each other a friendliness, a trust and a respect which makes daily reference to the time not so
long ago when survival itself called such values forth. Men nev€r found in
the Southwest exactly what they said they came for; ~ostly they found
something better, which was hard to define, but for which they stayed."
T. M. PEARCE

The Road of Life~and Death: a Ritual Drama of the. American Indians, by
Paul Radin; with a foreword by Mark Van Doren. The Bollingen
Series V. New York: Pantheon Books, 1945. $4.50.
This latest publication of Dr. Paul Radin "makes available to the gen"eral reader a document humain of considerable psychological interest. The
Medic{ne Rite of the Winnebago Indians, a Siouan-speaking tribe of Wisconsin, presents a dramatized prayer for long life and general abundance
and has therefore much in ~ommon with the Midewiwin of the Chippewa,
the Big House Ceremony of the Delaware, and, in some ways, with the Hako
of the Pawnee.
The Winnebago are an agricultural people and their social organization
contains two structural patterns characteristic of many North American
tribes: first, the phratiy; second, the clan. Their mythology anq, ritualism
is elaborate and, according to Radin, received many of its most outstanding
features from Mexico, not long before the twelfth century.
Radin's Road of Life and Death presents, apart from its anthropological
significance, a literary as well as a psychological contribution of importance. From an anthropological angle we receive firsthand information as
to the growth of this particular rite; from a psychological-literary point of
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view we are provided with stimulating insights as to the pragmatic function
of primitive literature. The word is always used to an end; in this case to
battle death .in all its aspects and to ground life in permanence and in timeless security.
The Winnebago look at death in three different ways. First, it is the
relentless power from which man, as an individual, cannot escape. But
since life as suCh is indestructible and since man is part of the universe of
life, man, too, is indestructible. The story of the fasting youth and theimmortal tree illustrates delightfully this basically stoic attitude toward
death. Second, they see in death a mere 'passage, or a "stumbling," on the
long, unending road. Or. they experience death as. a blessing, as a power
that, at bottom, does not destroy life but rather is essential in the making
of new life. The funeral rites of the Bear clan, for instance, seem eloquently
to substa~tiate this point of view. A lack of f~eling of discontinuity in the
face of death is vividly expressed in the Rite of the Road throughout. The
story of. the Journey to Spirit Land has grown out of this philosophy of
unending continuity. A third attitude toward death-incorporated from
without at a rather late stage of Winnebago culture-is formulated by the
doctrine of reincarnation. It has found expression in the psychologically
fascinating story of three reincarnations of a Winnebago as told by Radin's
informant in a charmingly matter-of-fact style.
The Medicine Rite, or the Rite of the Road, originated, according to
legend,. in the experience of death. The, creation-myth relates how Hare,
the culture-her~, inaugurated death as the result of a tragic mistake. At
first, Hare, in. obstinate despondency, will not accept the idea of death.
He cries defiantly: "My uncles and my aunts will not diel" But then, the
legend tells, "he· cast his thoughts upon· the precipices and tp,ey qegan to
fall and to crumble. Upon the rocks he cast his thoughts and they became
shattered. . . . Up above, toward the skies, he cast his thoughts, and the
birds flying there fell to the earth and were dead." Earthmaker pitied him,
and he gave man the Word, the only undying entity the creator ever had
created. The Word of Earthmaker, that is, his teachings, became the basis
of the Medicine Rite. By means of this ceremony man was clothed with
life: "He who·travels on the Road . . . , never will he stumble or fall;
dea'th will not come to him."
The avowed purpose, then, of the Medicine Rite is to ensure man life.
This end can be attained by two ways. The one is essentially magicalsymbolical: the initiate is ceremonially shot with a shell, and his symbolical
death is followed by his resurrection. The other way IS ethical-philosophical
and comprises a well-defined code of behavior which is, during "the process
of the rite, formulated by way of ritual greetings, the recital of myths, and
songs. (Unfortunately, no song-texts have been preserved.)'
Most readers will welcome Dr. Radin's account of how he obtained the
material. This reviewer regrets that insertion of a few pages of texts with
accompanying interlinear translations has been omitted. This inclusion
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would have enabled both anthropologist and interested layman to get an
idea at what point the literality of the translation meets with the interpretative efforts of the recorder of this rite.
At any rate, as are all writings of Dr. Radin, The Road of Lite and
Death is stimulating and informative, and it makes fascinating reading.
MARGOT ASTROV

Listen~

Bright Angel: a Panorama of the Southwest, by Edwin Corle. New
York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc., 1946. . $3.75.
.

"If this expedition has any right to success or survival, then listen to
a scientist's prayer, 0 Bright Angel of Immortality." In those words John
Wesley Powell, standing beside Br~ght Angel Creek in the uncharted
depths of the Grand Canyon, prayed for his battered party in the summer of
,1869. Powell was leading the first expedition to run the mos~ dangerous
river in the world from Green River, Wyoming, to ~ spot near the present
site of Boulder Dam. From his prayer, Edwin Corle takes the title of his
latest book, Listen~ Bright Angel, also·a "first" in Grand Canyon history.
Heretofore, the literature of the Canyon has been piecemeal. There
have been books on its geology and on the Indians who inhabited it. The
first explorers left accounts in their journals, scientists have made voluminous reports, and thrill seekers have written of the hazardous trip through
its unbelievable gorges. The Canyon has even produced philosophy, for
it is said to have inspired Major Powell's Truth and Error or The Science of
Intellection. But it remained for one person to synthesize this varied
material into a book calculated to give the layman the complete story of the
Grand Canyon.
To accomplish this purpose, Corle goes back to the beginning of things.
The first section of his book is devoted to geologic history. The second
relates the story of the discovery of the Canyon, of the scientific expedition
of Lieutenant Ive&, and of the Mormon settlement at Lee's Ferry. Part III
recounts the various attempts to run the river through the .treacherous
canyon section. These range from the outstanding successes of Major Powell
and the Kolb Brothers (who 'made the first moving picture~ of the river
and still show them to tourists at the Canyon) to the tragic failures of Mt:,.
and Mrs. Glen Hyde, who were lost on a honeymoon trip through the gorge
in 1928, and the Brown-Stanton expedition which set out in 18~9 to survey
a railroad through the bottom of the Canyon! Of the other three sections,
"South Rim" takes up the history of the aborigines of that region and the
no less interesting samples of humanity who visit it today. "The Land of
the Sky Blue Water" is a humorous and charming description of the author's
trip to the Havasupai reservation at the bottom of Cataract Canyon, and
UNorth Rim" describes the trails on the northern side, together with the
contiguous territory.
From this outline, it will be seen that Mr. Corle's book furnishes an
excellent "survey course" in Canyon lore. Although this reviewer regrets
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the over-popularization of some of the geological and historical material,
nevertheless Mr: Corle deserves much credit for presenting it in readable
form for the layman. It must be noted, too, that this simplifiGation does
not result from ~ack of knowledge on the part of the author. Listen~ Bright
Angel evidences throughout a careful stuqy of all available material. SODie
of it is, in'fact, presented here £OJ; the first time. The story of the ~ride and
bridegroom lost in the Canyon, for example, has appeared only in contemporary newspaper accounts, and no translation of the diary of Escalante
has ever been published. The sections included in this book were translated
by Mr. Corle himself from photostatic copies of the original.
Listen~ Bright Angel is written in the same sprightly style, replete with
dramatiC incident, which made Corle's Desert Country outstanding in the
"American Folkways Series." This latest book will have made its contribution felt when a deeper appreciation, based on understanding, appears
behind the incredulous gaze of the tourist viewing for the first time Ameri.
ca's number one scenic wonder.
THELMA CAMPBELL

River of the Sun: Stories of. the Stor,ied Gila~ by Ross Calvin. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1946. $3.50.
Open this book. The end papers fill the eye with rich decor from a
Middle Gila P91ychrome bowl. Splashing sunshine gold throws Tom Lea's
design map of the Gila country across the top of the title page, whose casual,
handlettered script and vigorous Bodoni Bold capitals invite and compel
attention. Frpmhere on the charm of Ross Calvin's account of the Gila
country takes over. And as Carl Hertzog's exciting arrangement of the
chapter titles and flawl~ss plan for the book support it, but never intrude
upon it, the reader discovers again how much additional satisfaction can
come out of ~ book which is so obviously a harmonious collaboration
between author, designer, and editor. That the book was one of the
monthly citations of the American Institute of Graphic Arts is small wonder.
That it and Pauline Kibbe's Latin Americans in Texas, which recently won
the Anisfield-Wolf Award, were both produced within the last two years
at the University of New Mexico Press under the editorship of Dr. Dudley
Wynn has been a fact too little remarked upon even in this home circle of
. the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW and the University of New Mexico.
In view, however, of Dr. ':\'ynn's pending departure from the, University,
this department now takes the liberty of abandoning any pretense at a
becoming professional modesty and sets about assigning-belatedly-credit
where credit is due. The·book section hopes it is not given to house organ
tactics, but it announces its pride in these achievements nevertheless.
All this digression is no derogation whatever of Dr. Calvin's fine text
for River of the Sun. His account of the "deep and reedy stream" encompasses the tales of Spanish exploration, of American territorial expansionled by Kit'Carson-along its course, of miners and agrirulturalists, of Apaches
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and cattle barons who left their mark on its territory. Dr. Calvin approaches
'the ideal in handling his material. He keeps color without "romance," fascinating fact without need for fiction, interest .without catering to the
sensational or sentimental. He is sensitive to plants and land and animals
and men as they. compose' the picture along the Gila. 'He respects the country and its part in the stories which took place there. And what stories
those arel Of Thomas the Lion, cattle baron; of Kit Carson and Kearny;
of Geronimo and Cochise-all new again under his telling.
Close the book. By this time you will own-or be on your way to buya work which is fast becoming a collectors' item.
KATHERINE SIMONS

.In a Yellow Wood, by Gore Vidal. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company,
. Inc., 1947· $2·75.
The Crow on the Spruce, by Chenoweth Hall. Boston: Houghton Miftlin
Company, 1946. $2.50.
All Souls' Night, by John Kelly. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947. $3.00.
The Mountain Lion, by Jean Stafford. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1947. $2.75·
The Memorial: Portrait of a Family, by Christopher IsherwoQd. Norfolk,
Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $2.75.
Joy, by Georges Bemanos. New York: Pantheon Books Inc., 1946. $2.75.
Under the Volcano, by Malcolm Lowry. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock,
1947. $3.00.
Christ Stopped at Eboli, by Carlo Levi. New Ybrk: '" Farrar, Straus and
Company, Inc., 1947. $3.00.
Competen~e, in our culture, is a sacrosanct virtue. It is The Goal of all
other lesser goals. Do your job (motherhood, teaching, engineering, painting, writing) well, conscientiously, thoroughly. When the job is done,
clean up, put your tools away, go home. Above all, be neat. Also, if the
competence is sufficiently confirmed, certain other allowances are made:
cleverness, wit (to amuse, not startle) and, possibly, an in.termittent brilliance. These are nice attitudes, and they are on display everywhere,
including a large number of recent novels.
In a Yellow Wood is Gore Vidal's second novel. His first one, Williwaw, about the Aleutians and the war, receiv~d exceptionally favorable
reviews. The title, from a poem by Robert Frost, is supposed to indicate
"that the young central character, ex-officer of the war, has two roads
stretching before him, in a yellow wood, and he must choose and f6llow
one. I urge ex-G.Io's, officers and enlisted men alike, to consider this
dilemma: a good, it seems, job in a Wall Street brokerage house versus a
beautiful Italian woman (whom the ex-officer met and slept wi~ during his
ETO duty). To make the choice harder, the Italian woman has m~ney.
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Vidal does provide a couple of effective scenes in the brokerage house, with
the peculiar inhabitants of such places. He provides nothing else, except
evidence that his competence is tremendous. There is narrative pace, recognizable dialogue,. and a set-piece ~esc;:ribing a homosexual ~ntellectua1,
whose mannerisms Vidaf'daringly disapproves of. To complicate matters,
Vidal dedicates his book to Anais Nin, and William Carlos Williams refers
to Vidal as "devoted" and congratulates him.
Chenoweth Hall has written several fine short" stories and in her short
pieces has demonstrated a good minor talent for character and mood. In
her first novel, The Crow on the Spruce, Miss Hall has done a good, competent, forgettable work. Her competence, at least, avoids ~ trivia and is
unafraid of sentiment. In this story of a factory, the factory town, and a
group of factory-ridden families, Miss Hall's failure is one of judicious temperateness. H~r account is discreet and moving, and one keeps wanting
some discerning indiscretion, some spirited dismay.
John Kelly's All Souls' Night almost too patly illustrates the extraordinary competence of recent, new novelists. He "has other acceptable virtues.
He has apparently read everything. In chapter headings as well as in some
of the most spurious dialogue of any season, Mr. Kelly relentlessly accounts
for his wonderful literary knowledge. This is a novel about rntellectuals, sensitive individuals, people witlr money, neuroses, position, and chronically
puzzling dilemmas. From recent novels it has been established that a
dilemma is something th~t besets only those who can be garrulous, and that
. the garrulousness is now an acceptable substitute for what used to be rather
easily identified as searching articulation. Also, I wonder if it isn't time
for someone, a novelist perhaps, to consider the insensitivities of many
intellectuals; to consider the possibility at least that long-winded pseudoexploring monologues are pretty transparent concealments for fatuousness;
that the human act, the human tear, the human error, the human weakness
are still rather good materials for the proof of sel1$ibility.
In Boston Adventure, Jean Stafford's first novel, there was more than
competent promise. There was pungency, and a remarkable perception of
the circumstances under which character becomes. fixed. In her second
novel, The Mountain Lion, the gift for inferential social criticism is still
excellent. The concern for the possibilities of character, as well as the conditions under which character is fertilized, is still marked. This is a ,story
of childhood and adolescence, of a brother, eight, and his sister, ten... Miss
Stafford's ear for the speech of children, as well as for that of Colorado
ranchers, is a delight. Yet, there is an air of fastidiousness about the
chronicling of the two children's ambivalent dependence on each other
that is forced and uncertain. The inferred complexity of the sister's relationship to her brother seems imposed, rather than consequent upon their
actual life together. The theme and experience of childhood is a great one,
and, so far, novelists are confounded by it.
Christopher Isherwood's The Memorial was originally published sev-
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eral years ago and its re-issue is a worthy event. This is a novel of
intelligence, of considerable irony, and of tantalizing technical proficiency.
Here are a group of middle-class English individuals' in various stages of
nostalgia, failure, ambition, and decline. Isherwood shifts his time periods
with great effect, from 1928 to 1920, to 1925, and finally to 1929. Superficially this is a tricky device, but in Isherwood's hands it becomes resilient
method for composing the responsiveness of character. Occasionally Isherwood'~irony becomes thill, reducing episodes of potential power to situations
of chatty tolerance. One is supposed to sense the impact of the socialist and
trade union movement of the '20'S 'on the lives of these" people. Casual,
almost indistinct, reference to workers' organizationS' is somehow deficient
in introducing the notion that significant social change might unbalance the
traditionally serene lives of Isherwood's serenely traditional people.
Georges Bernanos' Joy was first published in 1929, and is now available
in English for the first time. Bernanos is a militant French Catholic writer
whose Catholicism appears to transcend the vehement dutif~lness of the
doctrinaire. As a novelist, Bernanos' central engrossment has been the
nature of innocence, sanctity, and grace. In our world, he has been able to
dramatize with unusual power how sinister innocence and purity become in
the presence of ambition, avarice, unscrupulousness. The unambitious,
giant goodness of a priest creates terrified suspicion. The excellence of a
pure impulse yields only consternation and criminal panic. These are
themes, I believe, of special concern in our time. In Joy Bernanos gives us
a young girl endowed with great grace and a mystical, rapturous love of.
God. .His failure is neither the failure of competence nor the failure of
nerve. The failure is the excellent one of creative risk. Few writers and
artists appear willing or able to seize imaginatively such themes as this (not
unsecular, either) and imperil their splendid competences.
Malcolm Lowry's Under the Volcano overwhelmed the routinized
. reviewers into a stuttering fright, with frantic comparisons to everybody
they could think of, including Lawrence and Joyce. If some of the redundant raving gets this fine novel read, then good. In an epoch when it is
almost impossible to distinguish between praise and promotion, raving
over a novel of the excellence of this one should at least sound as though an
imagination were being celebrated, and not a brand of whiskey or a movie
star. Lowry's novel deserves better critical responses, as well as many
readers. The central figure in,·Under the Volcano is an alcoholic, an English consul, in Mexico. To s.ay that this is a story of an alcoholic in Mexico
during an emotional crisis (his former wife returns after a long separation)
is to say practically nothing. Lowry has much and astoniShingly moving
things to say about Mexico, its people, its cantinas, its ,landscape, and its
Fascist forces. The consul, for all of his virtuosic brilliance, has been
weighted with too much symbolic baggage and is, ultimately, a synthetic
figure. There are, also, extensive passages when it is imp0ssible to know
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what Lowry is saying or meaning to say. Mostly, though, this is an exuberant and imp!lssioned work.
Carlo Levi's Christ Stopped at Eboli is the most satisfying of this current group. Although it is written as a straight account of a year's political
exile in a remote village in south~rn Italy, it has, in addition:, the textured
acuteness of an act of·· the fictional imagination. Carlo Levi, an eminent
modern Italian painter and philosopher, wartxiled in 1935, at the time of
Mussolini's Ethiopian war, for his unsalable anti-fascist position. Levi was
also a trained physician, and it was in this role that he was able to have
close and knowing relationships with the villagers ~of Gagliano. With Levi,
the Italian peasant, under Fascism, is an even more powerful figure than
Silone had imagined. Their bitternesses and their impoverished lives are
rendered without an insipid remorsefulness. Instead, Levi, drawing upon
his political convictions and his painter's'love of the fabulous in the simply
human, ,creates a jubilant sense of the unextinguishable sources of a, peasantry's abundant spirit. - A greatr-book, I believe, and a work that no reader
will experience without a renewed belief in the resources of compelling
literary activity.
VINCENT

GARO~FOLO

Bookman's Pleasure: ti Recteation for Booklovers, compiled by Holbrook
Jackson. New York: Farrar~ Straus and Company, 1947· $2.75.
Charles Lamb wrote to Bryan Waller Procter, "When my s'onnet 'was
rejected I exclaimed, 'Damn the agel I will write for antiquity'." When a
lady sitting next to Anthony Trollope at dinner observed to him tha.t he
seemed to have a very good appetite, Trollope replied" "None at all, madam,
but, thank God, I am very greedy." Anna Seward, the Swan of Lichfield,
considered Southey's Joan of Arc "Nearer to Paradise Lost than any other
epic attempt in our language." If anyone is interested in scores and scores
of such fragmentary curiosa literaria, well chosen by Holbrook Jackson and
arranged in thirty topical chapters, let him, acquire a copy of Bookman's
Pleasure. The book is usefully indexed, and items are dated and attributed
to original sources.
"This anthology," the Preface declares, "shows what writers of books
think of their predecessors, their contemporaries, and themselves." The.
primary intent of the book is to amuse, and b<?oklovers of all kinds and
tastes will fi~d varied and chdice amusement. The compiler ventures the
supposition that "~uch an assemblage of self-revelatory passages might serve
also . . . a more purposeful purpose: ethnological, perhaps, psychological,
certainly." ·Whether so or not, 'amusement is not the worst purp~se a book
may have, and thi:s little volume may also stimulate further bookish explora.tions. "I like books about books," wrote Charles Lamb, and so do I when
they are as good as Bookman's Pleasure.
C. V. WICKER
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Trollope: a Com~entary, by Michael Sadleir. New York: Farrar, Straus
and Company, 1947. $4.00•
The history of Anthony Trollope is evidence indeed that the meek shall
inherit the earth. For lI)any years after Trollope's death in 1882 almost
everyone who wrote of him wrote with dismissal o~ contempt. He was
called banal, frumpish, featureless, commercial, unadventurous. Few wri~ers
fell so low after rising so high. The wheel has turned. For some twenty
y~ars now, almost everyone who writes of Trollope writes with respect and
affection.. The nature of the man and of his writing'" is esteemed. With
Trollope for years one had to take sides. He was either a gruff, beefy Englishman; or he was a perceptive, compassionate mall whose books
encompassed the basic humanity of life. He was undistinguished merchant
or quietly enthralling craftsman.
The quarrel' has now dissipateq itself. In 1927 the publication of
Michael Sadleir's Trollope notilbly cleared the air. The book has now
been reissued essentially unchanged, its virtues intact. What Mr. Sadle-ir
bespoke in 1927 has come to pass-a success for Trollope in its way superior
to that of Dickens and Thackeray and George Eliot, or any Victorian. '
There were giants in those days. In his modesty Trollope never considered himself their equal. Yet to Trollope has come a popularity not
achieved by his peers. No season now passes without a J:lew study of
'Trollope; the University of California issues a periodi~l named in his service The Trollopian; and thirty-one of Trollope's books are alive in popular
reprint series. Dicken~ can boast of bu"t half that number, and Thackeray
hardly a tenth. Writing in his Autobiography the undemanding l"rollope
doubted that he would long be remembered. He who did not ask has
received.
Let it first be said that ;Mr. Sadleir's book is a mile~tone,; in many ways
.
the pattern of judicious but lovjng examination of a literary man. Then
four matters may be allowed:
..)
(1) Trollope posSesses a gift not adequately treated in any critique of
the man. That is wit. Reading Trollope is enjoyment as well as perception.
The series known as The Chronicles of Barsetshire rests on an ambience of
keen English wit: a swift side glance, a certain dryness,""a phrase and no more.
-Elephantine though his bulk, Trollope is blood brother to Puck. His best
.
books are luminous with a shining humor.
(2) When Trollope was forty-five years old he met Kate Field, an
American girl of twenty. Mr. Sadleir writes: "In love with her he certainly
was." For proof is cited a number of innocuous letters, less passionate by
far than avuncular. This is not the stuff of love.
(3) All the more perplexing, then, is the treatment of Rose Heseltine,
Trollope's devoted wife for thirty-eight years. Here is the woman he loved
and knew best; here is the model from whom he inevitably drew much that
appears in his books. Mr; Sadleir grants her one brief paragraph early in
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the book and one p.asty parenthesis at the end. Verily the rewards of
matrimony are scant.
(4) So candid and mature· are Mr. Sadleir's reflections on Trollope's
achievements that one greatly regrets that his book lacks a considered
examination of Trollope's Autobiography. This is a book that has added
well-nigh a new dimension to English prose. It has a lucidity so 1}.onest, a
temper so clear, a: steady perspicacity so lustrous th,.at one hardly knows
where to find its like. Perhaps only the autobiography of John Stuart Mill
approaches it. The Autobiography seals Trollope's fame. Its brilliance
shrivels the work of lesser men and makes the reader understand, almost
with a catch at the heart, that here was a man in truth.
WILLIS D. JACOBS

Henry Adams and His Friends: a Collection of His Unpublished Letters,
compiled, with a biographical introduction, by Harold Dean Cater.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947. $7.50.
On the way home after a visit you say to your companion, "That
Henry's quite a boy."
·Well-" your companion replies, "yes, the same old Henry."
"And maybe quite a great boy, in spite of -all the whimsy with his
nieces."
"Oh, greater than ever. At least I feel it more. He's just the same, but
'" he grows on 11s."
.
Mter renewing acquaintance with Henry AdamsJil the latest collection
of his letters, this is the way you may feel. You hear him say the same things
he has said before, but. to different people and with· a different twist. He
still remains the Adams of The Education, Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres,
and of the earlier volumes of letters, but the proportions are somewhat
changed. Happily, he does .not express his anti-Semitism as viciously as elser..,
where. He writes less fully about his interpretation of history with its dismal
patterning through inverse squares: 90,000 years of religion to 1600; 300
years of mechanics to i900; 18 years of electri<;ity to 1918; and 4 years of
radium and boom. But his early and later work in history becomes more
imposing, though'his years of teaching at Harvard still remain obscure. The
curious history of the publication of his two novels emerges more fully, and
his letters from the South Seas give an even livelier account than ones printed
before. There is greater emphasis upon his relationship with intimates
and upon the activity and interests of his later years.
.
In enlarging our view of Adams, these expansions do not essentially
modify it. I thus disagree with the editor, who urges that th~etters give
Adams an endearing, a tender and compassionate personality. It's nice he's
nice, ~ he is; but good manners and a sympathetic nature do. not make
greatness. Besides, the new letters present a Henry Adams still, sharp and
bitter in wisdom, as when he writes to his favorite niece upon her betrothal
or to a young friend about his poetry.
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I do agree with the editor's belief in Adams' greatness. It is a curious
sort of greatness, for it is that neither of a great thinker (if he anticipates a
Darwin in history, he isn't one) nor of a great creative artist. Adams is not
a great man by the usual standards. He is a great failure,
he told us in
his Education. With iritelligence and detachment he knew the modern
world, and he knew what he as modern man was up against. In 1912 he
wrote to his brother, "I fear my tail-feathers will·be caught, after all, for
although I have reached my seventy-fifth year, and am rotting to pieces in
eyery sense, I think the damned world rots faster than I." Though he could
have shift.ed his position or made it more comfortable, he did not. For that
we admire him and sense his tragic quality.
.
In an introduction of one hundred pages Mr. Cater gives his own report
of his acquaintance with Adams. Drawing upon thorough knowledge of the
extensive materials, he has written a full biographical sketch. Though in
the sketch Mr. Cater wrongs Adams by poohpoohing his subject'S pessimism
and by relying too greatly upon the doting reminiscence of the nieces, he
.more than compensates by the sp~endid editing of the volume.

as

GEORGE ARMS

The Lowells and Their Seven Worlds, by Ferris Greenslet. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1946. $4.00.
Viewed from the daily welter of private and public mediocrity, the
pageant of accomplishment laid before us by Mr. Greenslet is almost shocking. Such discrepancies are always painful. Yet the Lowells were the
product of a unique heritage-of wealth and security, generany, but also of
character and intellect-and if their precocity is rare, the rareness of their
heritage is grounds for both despair and hope. The latter resides in the
Emersonian representation of Mr. Greenslet's Preface: u • • • I have tried to
make [the book] not so much the success story of a family as a chronicle play
of New England history for th~ee centuries, seen through the family's eyes
and dramatized in its actions." And, if one wishes, he may see the accomplishment of character and intellect as more than sectional-more, even, than
national.
Granted that the Lowells enjoyed unusual opportunities, the appropriatene.ss of the motto Occasionem cognos~e, which was added to their coat of
arms in 1767 by the Reverend John Lowell, is unquestionable. The first
of the Lowells' seven worlds is that of Old Percival, who, leaving tax-ridden
Bristol in 1639, established his family in "The'New World," and still that of
his great-great grandson, the Reverend John Lowell, first of the Lowells to
graduate from Harvard, a liberal but firm divine, and "very early a Unitarian, as his descendants were to be after him." His son, another John
Lowell, the "Old Judge," represents the world of "Revolution." Although
slow to accept the necessity of war, he saw military service, but proved "more
"Useful to his town and commonwealth as a lawmaker," served in the Continental Congress, and prospered at the Bar. In the third world, "The Tur-
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bid Time" after ~e revoluti.on, the Old Judge's s9n, John Lowell "The
Rebel," contributed to the Federalist, opposed "Mr. Madison's War" of
1812, practiced law but turned from it to agriculture, theological controversy, travel, and numerous public services. During the same period his
brother Francis Cabot' Lowell mechanized and centralized the New England textile industry, and perhaps influenced by.. Robert Owen, planned
an industrial community to promote the health and character of his
employees. The "Periclean Age" centers about John ~ory Lowell, "only
son of the Rebel, millionaire, banker, Trustee of Lowell Institute, Fellow of
Harvard, where he was influential ~n strengtheningc-the faculty and in, the
choice of six presidents." Of the three Lowells killed in the Civil War,
Charles Russell Lowell, Jr., is Mr. Grenslet's hero of the fifth world. " . . .
Scholar, mechanic, traveller,· railroad treasurer, ironmaster"- possessed
withal·of a "keen social conscience" and deep affections-he rose, at twentynine, to the command of a brigade of Union cavalry and, already seriously
wounded, led the' charge in which' he was shot down. The Lowells 'of the
last two worlds need only be named. "Victorian New England" is represented,- of course, by James Russell, and the ~'New World Again" by
Percival in science, Guy and Amy in the arts, and Lawrence in education.
Although many other Lowells appear, usually at the top of a Harvard
graduating class, these are the central characters in Mr. Greenslet's book.
This is not an intimate biography. As suggested in the Preface, private
life is subordinated to public or at least to professional interests ,and accomplishments. The style, ~ppropriately, is more formal than otherwise, but a
few sentences could be simplified to advantage:
Providentially for the Northern army, the God, that the
Colonel's twice great-grandfather told Colonel Titcomb's force,
departing for the capture of Crown Point, is never neutral in
battle, took: a hand in affairs at Cedar Creek, got the Colonel out
of bed at four-thirty and started him out on a reconnaissance in
force in front of the right wing at five-fifteen.
Occasionally in tracing the generations of Lowells, Mr. Greenslet includes
rather bare accounts of births, marriages, and deaths that would~eem to
require an ardent genealogist to relish; but not infrequently a letter or
other personal detail gives depth and color to the portraiture. The chapter on Colonel Charles Lowell is warm and moving and, in the best sense
of the word, heroic. Of Percival, Amy, and Lawrence Mr. Greenslet contributes personal recollections. Accounts of relevant but little-known
events-like the Jason Fairbanks murder case-add interest, human as well
as antiquarian.
Nor is 4his book primarily a critical biography; but although Mr.
Greenslet is sympathetic, neither is it panegyric. Much of the evidence is
reported objectively, as it may well be in support of Mr. Greenslet's closing
words: "It' is not easy to think of another American family [than the
Adamses and the LowelIs] that has dorie more for its country -through a
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longer period on a higher level. . . . The old . . . families still stand,
symbols and examples that we shall be ill advised to ignore, the enduring
core of the living and fruitful p~st."
w. P. ALBRECHT

Shakespeare and the Popular D~amatic Tradition, by S. L. Bethell; introduction by T. S. Eliot. Durham, North Carolina: ,Duke University
Press, 1944. $3. 00•
S. L. Bethell brilliantly expounds the thesis that in Shakespeare's plays
there is the frequent implication of a dual consciousness, or multiconsciousness, of different "planes of reality," of unannounced shifts'from naturalistic
t6 symbolic treatment. To put the matter another way, Shakespeare's
audience wa~ capable of taking in meanings on different levels at once.
Freedom from the later naturalistic drama's fetish of consistency and realism
gave Shakespeare a dramatic method that is flexible, poetic, subtle, capable
of carrying complex meanings.
The theory aids immeasurably in the reading of many 0f Shakespeare's
works. "Dual time," the use of "past history and current affairs . . .
simultaneously" in the chronicles and in King Lear; the importance of the
"sumptuous armor . . . putrified core" business in Troilus and Cressida;
the way in which Shakespeare can shift from· naturalistic presentation of
character to the old convention of having a character in soliloquy mark out
and emphasize those traits which the audience must not overlook, whether
or not the character's speaking thus would be "natural"; the absence of any
scruple about glancing from the world of the play to the real world and
back again; the way in which Touchstone in As You Like It can be taken as
a wit (lJecause he is a professional jester) and as a fool in practical life
{because he is a fool)-all these matters and many others well fit the theory
of "multiconsciousness." And many of Bethell's interpretations of plays,
whether or not the interpretations and the theory always solidly support
each other, are highly profitable in themselves.
On the whole, many of the ramifications into which Mr. Bethell car.ries his theory seem to bear littl~ relationship to "popular dramatic tradition." It is difficult to see, for instance, how the Rome-Egypt conflict of
values in Anthony and Cleopatra. relates exactly to a popular audience's
multiconsciousness. The phenomenon of dramatic or unconscious irony,
which the author seeks to give a fancier name, "the method of prophetic
~xegesis," has long been known and explained without reference to multiconsciousness or "various levels of meaning." It has long been known that
,Prospero's speech about dreams and the "insubstantial pageant" that a play
is (and, by extension, that life is) has hints of Platonism in it, suggestions
of a reality behind appearances. The theory of multiconsciousness helps
little here. To support a theory that Shakespeare's characters often are not
drawn with psychological realism but embody quite contradictory "double
natures" requiring multiconsciousness for understanding by an audience,
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Bethell cites Claudius in Hamlet, assuming that when Claudius makes a show
of strength toward Laertes he is inconsistent with his otherwise weak' and
vacillating self. Much of the best recent criticism, notably that of Kittredge.
grounded solidly in a knowledge of Elizabethan drama, holds Claudius to
be consistently a strong character.
"
, '
Althougn Bethell seeks to re-emphasize the importance of the "popular
dramatic c<>nvention" in Shakespeare's work, he does not go to the extreme
that E. E. Stoll goes. namely, that of holding that Shakespeare is first, last,
and always nothing but convention. Indeed, Bethell is interested in the
plays as subtle complexes of poetry, symbol, action, character, and idea.
Because he follows the tendency of contemporary criticsm to read the plays
as works of art, one is perhaps justified in feeling a bit chagrined that
Bethell rides his theory so hard as to 'deny .to Malvolio any touch of pathos
or tragedy. Multiconsciousness. indeed" is perhaps ,served just as well by •
our seeing Malvolio as silly and as a life-denier. on the one hand, and as a
pathetic figure when thrown into .contrast with the spontaneous but undisciplined Matia, Toby. and Fabian. on the other~hand.
Despite some slight warping arid tugging to fit things to a theory.
Shakespeare and the Popular Dramatic Tradition presents a constantly perceptive and sensitive interpretation. Mr. Bethell keeps his eye upon the
, plays as art and is not averse to finding live values in some of the popular
art of today.
DUDLEY WYNN

Elizabeth and Leicester, by Milton Waldman. Boston: Houghton Miffiin
Company, 1945. $3.00.
'
One begins this book with enthusiasm, pursues it with interest and
delight, and lays it down With the mistrust usually accorded a work which
smacks of the popular done. at the expense of sound and considered judgment. Here is Elizabethan England and two of its most vigorous personalities presented with w,ell-chosen and full-bodied detail from many good
sources. particularly the letters of. Elizabetli and Leicester. The book is
always concrete and pictorial, from the first chapter, "Elizabethan Panorama."to the'account of Dudley's last days, after 'the Netherlands fiasco and
the glow of the victory over the Armada. Emerging from the shadow o~
father's conviction for treason to prosper as Elizabeth's favorite, her rival
for power, and trusted noble, Leicester lived always in unpopularity and
suspicion at court, but always. in and out of favor, secure in his personal
importance to Elizabeth. rail at him though she must. That story is all
here. So is the story of the death of Amy Robsart; which Mr. Waldman
decides in favor of the verdict of suicide. So is the estimate of Elizabeth·~
actions in the Netherlands campaign, which she thwarted out of her own
fear of Leicester's ambition and possible success. These presentations are
positive values in the book.
. .
In the midst of this plenty, one encounters disturbing minor comment.
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tossed off casually but amounting. to the kind of snap judgment which
destroys faith in the scholarly competence of the author. Is it too much to
ask that so readable a book be also sound and judicious in every respect?
After remarking the unusual objectivity of the Elizabethans, Mr. Waldman
uses Shakespeare for proof of his point, in the following terms: he mentions
how little we know of the poet and dramatist save for "his towering genius
and tireless industry" devoted "according to meagre extrinsic evidence" to
the "purpose of improving his financial status." And he continues, "Not a
real glimmer otherwise does the whole corpus of his work throw on the hidden texture of the spirit out of which it was fas!tioned." One hopes that
Mr. Waldman knows his Elizabeth and his Leicester better than he evidently does his Hamlet and his Lear. For this reviewer, for whom the
situation is reversed, uneasiness attends the pleasure of the reading thenceforward, and the nagging query keeps raising its ugly little head-what kind
of Elizabethan scholar is this who so airily dismisses the gleanings of
Shakespearean scholarship? What sense of proportion, what real examination of the complete material has gone into the making of this entertaining
book?
KATHERINE SIMONS
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